With a similar concern for the social and political effects of our thinking, I propose to reexamine the concept of liberty. My worry, however, is not with past fascist threats or looming totalitarian menaces to liberalism. I am more concerned with liberalism's very success. To be specific, I am worried about the danger posed to our social and political life, our world and our earth, by the prevalent notions of freedom that underlie Western political culture. My intent here is not to add to the prodigious debate surrounding Berlin's seminal essay but to employ his rather facile schema, without the criticism it deserves, for other purposes. The analysis will not offset positive with negative liberty, but positive liberty, negative liberty, and their postmodern counterpart, with an understanding of freedom for which Martin Heidegger serves as the spokesperson.
Heidegger is seldom acknowledged for his concern with freedom. There are chiefly two reasons. First, Heidegger articulates freedom in a way that takes us beyond traditional formulations-formulations to which he remains consistently critical. As such, either his discussions are considered overly idiosyncratic and hence irrelevant to standard debates or his perspective (particularly given his understanding of technology) is held to leave little room for liberty of any ilk. Assessing Heidegger's relation to freedom as the Western world's preeminent political value, one recent commentator would thus dismiss him out of hand, observing curtly, "You can't be a very effective spokesman for freedom when your philosophy tells you that it doesn't exist" (Crews 1992, 33). I believe, however, that freedom constitutes the core of Heidegger's thought.' Indeed, Heidegger himself insists that "the question of the essence of human freedom is the fundamental question of philosophy, with even the question of Being entwined in it" (Heidegger 1976-89, 31:300). What follows is an effort to demonstrate the meaning and political relevance of this claim.
The second reason accounting for the frequent dismissal of Heidegger's contribution to our understanding of freedom is his own political biography. For many, Heidegger's work is irredeemably tarnished by his fervent support of national socialism while serving as rector of Freiburg University beginning in 1933 and by his stubborn reluctance after the war to come to terms with the meaning of this involvement. Heidegger's political biography and its relation to his philosophy has proven material for volumes of discussion and diatribe. Here I have chosen to skirt this issue-maintaining a theorist's prerogative to derive from a philosophy political sensibilities that its author has not earned and might well disown. The political implications I draw from Heidegger's understanding of freedom, to be sure, are in conflict with the more infamous aspects of his life. Yet they are congruent, I would argue, with the thrust of his philosophy as a whole. Moreover, my effort remains faithful to the basic orientation of Heidegger's own investigations. In philosophy, Heidegger observes, discovering necessarily means shaping (1985a, 38). Like all works of interpretive political philosophy, mine shapes a certain world out of something discovered in another's text. My concern, then, is not "with 'Heidegger', but with what he thinks about" (Blitz 1981, 16 ). I argue that in thinking about human freedom, Heidegger, after some missteps, demonstrates the need for a fundamental rearticulation of what in the West we find most essential to our historical and political being. How to voice this rearticulation of freedom within fosters. Positive liberty, he acknowledges, has its place, but it is a place of subordination to its negative counterpart. The positive liberty to participate in government is consequently identified not as an end-in-itself (citizens' realizing their full political nature) but rather as the only tried and true means of protecting negative liberties. Here Berlin appears to echo Samuel Johnson's reported view that "political liberty is good only so far as it produces private liberty" (Boswell 1979, 140 ). Yet Berlin is not a radical libertarian. He means to argue against the conflation of meanings and values, and he deprecates the tendency to place negative liberty upon an unassailable pedestal. Freedom is freedom, and it is good. But it is not the only value we have or should have. Justice is also good, and its instantiation might at time require a diminution of (negative) liberty. To underline the point, Berlin observes that we force children to go to school. In so doing, we constrain their freedom for the purpose of elevating another value, namely the diminution of ignorance. To say that in forcing children to attend school we are not actually curtailing their freedom because their freedom is effectively increased by the growth of their knowledge (of possible choices to be made, etc.) is only dangerously to conflate the meanings of positive and negative liberty.3 One senses that in this regard Berlin would agree with Edmund Burke. "Liberty," Burke writes in his "Letter to the Sheriffs of Bristol," must be limited in order to be possessed" (Burke 1960, 211).
The concepts of negative and positive liberty, Berlin proposes, gave rise to "the great clash of ideologies" that dominated his time. In 1958, Berlin could write that the view of those who reject negative liberty and favor its positive counterpart "rules over half our world" (1969, 138, 141). Concerns are significantly different today. History has rerouted the Marxist yearnings for positive liberty and swept away their institutional perversions. Moreover, as if the momentous political events of our times were not enough, events within the intellectual community have further undermined the viability of positive liberty. Whereas Berlin feared that the rational self was endangered by collective prescriptions for its mastery, postmodernists have declared this self an outright fiction. The notion of a fixed rationality that typically grounded the search for a mastered self has become thoroughly suspect. Rationalities may exist but not a rationality that transcends culture, gender, history and power. In the postmodern world, the rational self has been deconstructed. The pursuit of positive liberty is thus set adrift without anchor. But the postmodern world has left negative liberty in equally dire straits. As Michel Foucault best demonstrates, contemporary power does not limit itself to prohibiting the fulfillment of desires: it engages in the stimulation and production of desire itself. Power, Foucault insists, should no longer be viewed solely as a juridical and repressive force, symbolized by a king who constrains the movements of his subjects. Increasingly, biopower manifests itself as an insidiously creative force, evidenced in the social and political apparatuses and technological networks that shape lives (see Thiele 1986 ). The postmodern worry is that both the individual and the social body have become the vehicles and chief effects of power-objects of stimulation, manipulation, and production. Power today is in the business of creating subjects, not merely constraining them.
Berlin affirms that negative liberty entails an actual political or public space within which unconstrained thought and action may occur. Freedom is not simply the ability to do as one wishes-a faulty conclusion Berlin attributes to John Stuart Mill. Berlin reasons that if freedom is a function only of desire and not of (external) empirical possibility, then any contraction of desire becomes ipso facto an increase in freedom. His worry is that tyrants could suppress us to the extent that certain desires would atrophy. Under the desire-dependent definition of negative liberty, we would then be considered free(r) because we would feel ourselves to free(r), expressing little or no inclination for abolished political spaces, opportunities, and rights. Freedom-Berlin might have paraphrased Rosa Luxemburg-is truly freedom only if it allows one actually to think, speak, or act differently. The point is well taken. Any political freedom worth its name must allow for the thinking and saying-and to a lesser extent the doing-of what contests the popular and the prescribed. But the postmodern world presents a more complex picture, which, while not obviating the perennial concern of linking liberty to opportunity, casts any straightforward relationship in doubt. Not only the repression of desire but its manipulation and hyperproduction are increasingly in evidence today. The image Berlin supplies to illustrate his point is that of the ascetic philosopherslave Epictetus, who mistakenly imagines himself free because he has learned severely to restrict his wants. If we are to hark back to first-century Rome for illustrations of contemporary threats to liberty, however, then the debauched Nero perhaps better serves our purpose. A surfeit of desire and seduction that militates against meaningful community and politics better limns the dangers of postmodern (Western) patterns of unrestrained production and mediadriven consumption. Our subjectification in a technological world-the administration of our identities as desirers, producers, and consumers-is insufficiently addressed by the vocabulary of negative liberty.
How, then, are we to formulate the question of liberty in the postmodern world, supplanting or supplementing the negative liberty which allows personal control over a private domain? Michel Foucault calls for resistance to the productive forces of power that manipulate and produce our identities. Freedom today, he maintains, is to be discovered in the ongoing struggle against the techniques of subjectification. Foucault insists that freedom is less a thing to be secured, like the individual rights and opportunities of Berlin's negative liberty, than an activity to be engaged. "Liberty," Foucault insists, "is a practice," it is "what must be exercised" (1984, 245) . With this in mind, Foucault preferred not to speak of an "essential freedom" to be safeguarded so much as an "agonism" inherent in all social and political relations (1983, 222). For Rousseau (and to a certain extent for Cicero, Montesquieu, Locke, and Kant), freedom entailed subordination to a law of one's own making. Foucault adopts the Nietzschean premise that the self, not solely the law, must be of one's own making. With the self no longer given (as the gift of God, nature, or history), freedom is manifest only through its "invention." Hence, we are admonished "to create ourselves as a work of art" (1980, 10-11; 1983, 237). Foucault, however, insists that freedom of the creative self arises only in the social and political arenas wherein our identities become the spoils of battle. His genealogical efforts to destabilize and contest modern modes of subjectification are consequently aimed at giving "new impetus, as far and wide as possible, to the undefined work of freedom" (1984, 46). Effectively, Foucault politicizes Nietzsche's philosophic struggle of self-invention.
Foucault's understanding of freedom bears features of both negative and positive liberty. Foucault adopts the "exercise concept" of positive liberty, wherein freedom is found not in the absence of external hindrances (the "opportunity concept" of negative liberty) but in an activity itself.4 For Foucault, however, this activity is not tantamount to the actualization of a true or higher self. Like the negative libertarians, he resists defending the nature of freedom or its practice as a function of the individual's completed (rational, moral, or political) development. Foucaultian freedom entails the struggle to remain free from definitions of the self that prescribe its telos. Rather, freedom is found in the construction of a protean self as it evolves by way of the dynamic clash of productive power and resistance. Let us call this Foucaultian (and Nietzschean) understanding of freedom the postmodern concept of liberty. In contrast to the freedom from (constraints) of negative liberty and the freedom to (master a rationally or collectively defined self) of positive liberty, postmodern liberty might be thought of as a freedom in. Primarily, this freedom is actualized in the struggle of self-creation. As a student of Nietzsche's tragic school of thought, Foucault celebrates this freedom in the seemingly futile and endless attempt to create a self that necessarily remains forever enmeshed in webs of power. Hence, Foucault calls for a "hyper-and pessimistic activism" (1983,232). Postmodern liberty, by this count, is found in the heroic endeavor to create a self as a work of art, or it is not found at all.
Commenting on Berlin's thesis, Alan Ryan notes, "The simplest characterization of positive libertarians is that they identify freedom with control" (1979, 5). Ryan's remark is apt, for positive liberty refers to (one's higher self's) control of one's desires, needs, and (ultimately) of one's world. What Ryan fails to observe, however, is that negative libertarians are also animated by a pursuit of control. For negative liberty, we recall, identifies the individual's control of his immediate environment, of his private life and space. The key difference is that for negative libertarians, sovereignty is limited to a putatively personal realm of objects and relations. While positive libertarians advocate mastery of a transcendent self through collectively mediated, self-given law, negative libertarians advocate mastery of an empirical self over a private domain. According to Foucault and postmodern thinkers in general, the transcendent self is too mythical and the empirical self too malleable for positive and negative concepts of liberty to cut much ice-hence the need for self-invention, a creative resistance to the productive power that envelopes us. But herein, I would argue, postmodern liberty displays its greatest affinity to positive and negative liberty by way of its own, rather subtle pursuit of control.
The postmodern liberation from teleological ends is achieved only by way of the subject's reinvestment in an ideal of artistic mastery. The mastery of the ungrounded but creative self over its own constitution now becomes the Sisyphean task. This move is perhaps best understood as the postmodern radicalization of the self-mastery sought by the Stoic philosophers, whom Berlin correctly identifies as epitomizing positive liberty and whom Foucault chooses to focus upon in his last works. Stoic self-mastery entails the disciplined sculpting of the self into an impervious image of natural law. Postmodern libertarians dismiss natural law (along with gods and transcendent norms). But the nucleus of the Stoic task remains intact. The postmodern attempt to mold the self into a work of art posits the self as a malleable object of production. The task, Foucault states, is to resist the hegemonic "techniques and practices" of power that have constituted the self in the West in order to chart the conditions of an alternative transformation (1993, 224). This autoconstitution of the self is to be achieved by means of the "stylized repetition of acts" (Butler 1990, 140) . Fire must be fought with fire. We must become technicians of our own being-dandies of a sort-using our life to fashion ourselves into admirable aesthetic works. Admittedly, Foucault denies that this aesthetic self can gain complete sovereignty within the webs of contemporary biopower. Contingency is everywhere in evidence. Citing Nietzsche, Foucault acknowledges that the individual harbors "not an immortal soul but many mortal ones" and that these are "unable to be mastered by the powers of synthesis" (1984, 94). But, as with Nietzsche, the tragicoheroic effort is made nonetheless. Foucault would have us gain our freedom by moving beyond the "subjected sovereignties" of humanism-beyond "the subject as a pseudosovereign"-to a self whose true sovereignty is marked by the absence of inhibitions in the effort to define its identity (1977, . In the face of the ubiquitous threat of normalization, the postmodern retaliates with willful self-creation. Will-topower takes on the persona of the master artist turned upon himself even if, in postmodern times, he is a Picasso, rather than a Rembrandt.
Like William Connolly, I am arguing that "mastery is the route to freedom" for both "individualists" (negative libertarians) and "collectivists" (positive libertarians) (1991, 29). I differ from Connolly, however, in proposing a residual pursuit of mastery, albeit aestheticized, among the Nietzschean and Foucaultian theorists of freedom.5 Foucault, like most postmoderns, acknowledges his debt to Heidegger, who is claimed as the "essential philosopher" determining his "entire philosophical development." At the same time, Foucault recognizes that Nietzsche "outweighed" Heidegger in influence (1985, (8) (9) ). My argument is that Foucault's understanding of freedom-like his work in general-evidences the burden of Nietzsche (see Thiele 1990 Thiele , 1991 . Despite the differences between positive liberty, negative liberty, and postmodern liberty (and there are many important differences indeed), the identification of freedom with mastery remains central to all. Moreover, whether the mastery in question is of the higher self over the lower self and its desires and needs (as with positive liberty); or the mastery of the empirically demonstrable self over its private domain (as with negative liberty); or the mastery of the aestheticagonistic self over its contested, protean constitution (as with postmodern liberty)-each form of liberty tends to loose its quest for mastery upon the world.
FREEDOM-NOT METAPHYSICAL
During his politically active career as rector of Freiburg University under the Nazi regime, Heidegger adopted a positive concept of liberty. In line with Nazi ideology, which he fervently propagated during his brief tenure, Heidegger situates the self within a Volk that circumscribes and defines its identity. Thus, Heidegger bore out Heine's prediction of German romanticism's turning the nation against liberal culture. Addressing the question of academic freedom after the imposition of the Nazi Gleichschaltung, which sought to organize students and faculty according to the Fahrerprinzip in an effort to integrate the university into the party and state, Rector Heidegger applauds the demise of negative liberty and celebrates its positive counterpart: "This will is a true will in that the German student body, through the new Student Law, places itself under the law of its own essence and in this way for the first time determines that essence. To give the law to oneself is the highest freedom. The much celebrated 'academic freedom' is being banished from the German university; for this freedom was not genuine, since it was only negative. It meant primarily freedom from concern, arbitrariness of intentions and inclinations, lack of restraint in what was done and left undone. The concept of the freedom of the German student is now brought back to its truth" (1985b, 475-76). Here positive freedom is found in subservience to a law of one's own making. But it is not the self as an individual who makes the law but the self as a member of an organic people. One wills the general will as it grows out of a folk and is given voice through the party and the Fiihrer. In distinction to all other beings, human being is interrogatively occupied with its own existence. Existing (as an ontic or factual category) is something humans share with all beings. Only human being, however, is ontologically disposed to its life, orienting itself in questioning to its own being. In questioning the Being of its own being, human being cannot help but question that which serves as the ground for all being, for beings as a whole. In short, Heidegger understands human being as that for which Being itself, the Being of beings (das Sein des Seienden), comes into question. He writes in Being and Time: "Dasein is an entity which does not just occur among other entities. Rather it is ontically distinguished by the fact that, in its very Being, that Being is an issue for it . . . Understanding of Being is itself a definite characteristic of Dasein's Being. Dasein is ontically distinctive in that it is ontological" (1962, 32). The distinctiveness of human being is not self-consciousness but consciousness of a self that questions its own ground, and ipso facto questions the ground of being in general.
Metaphysics, beginning with Plato's theory of the forms, projects Being as an enduring and unchanging thing. As such it may be represented, by an idea, in our minds. Rejecting this metaphysical orientation, Heidegger proposes Being as nonrepresentable. It is tentatively defined as unconcealment or presenting. We never actually perceive unconcealment or presencing. What is directly available to human being are beings, that which is present-at-hand and ready-tohand. The actual presencing of that which is present remains hidden and is made available only by ontological questioning. The essence of human being, then, is the provision of a place for Being to become manifest as the questionable and hidden ground of all that is. Heidegger adds that the unconcealedness of beings is a "happening" (1971, 54). Human being is the site of this happening. Dasein, we remember, literally means "there-being." Human being is the there where the happening of the disclosure of Being (as nothingness) occurs. In this sense, human being may be posited (to employ Heidegger's locution) as the "abode" of Being (1981, 244). Perhaps better, human being is an abode in preparation for Being, an "openness." In human openness, Being becomes manifest-not as some newly discovered thing that lies before us (as a object) or within us (as an idea or form) but as the mystery of its own hiddenness within beings. Because Being reveals itself only through human being, Heidegger dubs human being the persona, or "mask," of Being (1968, 62). Only through its mask is Being's presencing discerned. Hence, within the openness of human being, Being shows itself as masked. Outside the openness of human being, Being does not come to presence (as masked) at all.
In distinction to all metaphysical theorizing, Heidegger insists that Being is not something primarily of substance or form. Being is not a thing at all, but the no-thing-"the pure 'Other' than what-is"-that grounds all things (Heidegger 1949, 360) . Even if we could rip away the mask of Being, therefore, no discernible features would be revealed lying beneath; for Being is nothing extant. Yet it is precisely the disclosure of Being's no-thingness or hiddenness that human being assumes as its essential task. Heidegger explains by way of a visual metaphor: "Everyday opinion sees in the shadow only the lack of light, if not light's complete denial. In truth, however, the shadow is a manifest, though impenetrable, testimony to the concealed emitting of light. In keeping with this concept of shadow, we experience the incalculable as that which, withdrawn from representation, is nevertheless manifest in whatever is, pointing to Being, which remains concealed" (1977b, 154). As I shall argue, freedom is also experienced as that which, though nonrepresentable, is nonetheless manifest in our capacity to disclose the hidden Being of beings.
Shadows offer the necessary contrast and background for that which is lit. What remains in concealment allows the unconcealed its distinctiveness. It follows that the illuminated opening of human being is largely defined by its shadows. Heidegger understands the perimeter marking the boundaries of our disclosive capacities to be intrinsic to human being and human freedom. Dissociating his from a common understanding of freedom as unrestricted move-ment, he writes: "It is misguided to think one understands freedom most purely in its essence if one isolates it as a free-floating arbitrariness. Moreover, the task is precisely the reverse, to conceive freedom in its finitude and to see that, by proving boundedness, one has neither impaired freedom nor curtailed its essence" (Heidegger 1984, 196 Heidegger, particularly in his early writings, referred to the openness of Dasein with the term resoluteness (Entschlossenheit, lit. "unclosedness"). Heidegger's commentators have often taken his early concern with resoluteness to imply a hard-willed, decisionistic orientation-a Nietzschean or existentialist enamoredness with the power to fashion one's world, where, as Sartre observes, one is "condemned to be free" owing to the burden of total responsibility for the self that one shoulders. Yet the notion of resoluteness, Heidegger at least retrospectively affirms, does not imply Promethean choices. Indeed, it marks the renouncing of such willfulness: "The resoluteness intended in Being and Time is not the deliberate action of a subject, but the opening up of human being, out of its captivity in that which is, to the openness of Being" (Heidegger 1971, 67) . Hence, Heidegger maintains that "to question is to will to know. He who wills, he who puts his whole existence into a will, is resolved. . . . But the essence of resolve lies in the opening, the coming-out-of-cover of human being-there into the clearing of being . . . its relation to being is one of letting-be" (1987, 20-21). The name Heidegger gives to the resolute willing of openness to Being is Gelassenheit, a term borrowed from Meister Eckhardt that literally means "lettingbe" or "releasement." Human freedom, for Heidegger, particularly after his "turning" of the mid-1930s, is fundamentally and foremost a letting-be.6
Openess to Being is effectively an opening of the self to the fundamental interrogation of (its) being. This resolute openness manifests human freedom, for to be occupied with the question of one's own being means "to understand oneself in one's own factual freedom" (Heidlegger 1982, 276) . This is not to say, however, that human freedom is equivalent to self-absorption. As Heidegger makes clear, we are speaking of the concern for oneself as a human being, that is, as a being-in-the-world-with-others: "To be free is to understand oneself from out of one's own capacity-to-be; but 'oneself' and 'one's own' are not understood individually or egoistically.... They are understood in the basic possibilities of transcending Dasein, in the capacity-to-be-with with others, in the capacity-to-be by extant things" (1984, 214) . In making its own being an issue, human being opens itself to the question of beings as a whole, which entails opening itself interrogatively to a populated world. Now fundamentally to interrogate this world demands a forgoing of pervasive efforts at its mastery; for fundamental questioning ceases the moment the presumptions and prejudices that necessarily precede such attempts at domination or control arise. To be sure, the disclosure of Being ensues from all human activities and experiences, including human efforts at attaining mastery. But herein Being, as well as the nature of human freedom, becomes obscured. It is revealed only as forgotten. To reveal something as forgotten is to reveal something as no longer in question, as no longer fundamentally questionable. That we are, as Heidegger states, called upon to be the shepherds of Being indicates that we find our freedom not in a forgetful mastery but in a mindful, interrogative caretaking, in concernfully and questioningly letting the Being of beings be. Freedom is therefore most primordially manifest in our care-full being-in-the-world-with-others.
Disclosive freedom, Heidegger insists, is not merely one value among others. Nor either, is freedom a metavalue, the "value of all values" that allows one to choose between and secure other values (Cranston, 1967, 42 cealment-and with it, from the first, the concealment-of all coming to presence on this earth" (1977b, 32), it follows that our daily comportment would reflect a certain worldly solicitude. Were modern humanity to discover its dignity in freedom understood as an interrogative disclosure rather than a willful mastery, then significant changes in political culture would be foreseen.
Humanity is now threatened by the ecological limits of a world that it has unceasingly sought to master. I am suggesting that the dangerous selfconfidence expressed in humanity's technological exploitation of itself and its world is at least partly explained by the fact that human freedom has been consistently equated with the power to control. Freedom continues to be the Western world's most cherished value. Any change on that score seems unlikely. The political relevance of Heidegger's philosophy is that it allows us to maintain our love of freedom while reining in its more pernicious effects. My argument is not that we must reject out of hand hard-won and still insufficiently propagated positive and negative liberties nor that we must completely shun the aestheticized liberty of postmodern times. But we do need to recognize the significance of disclosive freedom. The task, in other words, is not to bury the past and its achievements but to recognize their dangers while preparing to receive the future. And our future as a species appears doubtful indeed if human dignity can be experienced in nothing but mastery.
Still, the Heideggerian alternative may appear all too passive for many. For does not disclosive freedom reduce us to impotent observers of fate? Is it not simply a recipe for lassitude at the end of humanity's turbulent history of ingenuity, creativity, and destruction? If so, then such freedom would be (as the ballad says) "just another word for nothing left to lose" and nothing to be done. Saint Augustine declared it a great liberty to be able not to sin and a greater liberty to be unable to sin. Heidegger believed that there is indeed much freedom in being able not to will. But he insists that there is no freedom gained in being unable to will. To escape willful mastery, a resolute will is still necessary. Great effort is required (to prepare the self) to let beings be. Just as freedom in resoluteness is not arbitrary willfulness, so freedom in letting-be is not a doing nothing. Disclosive freedom is always the freedom resolutely to will openness to Being. And this openness does not preclude but rather invites human activity and intellect. In turn, letting-be is not tantamount to abandonment of the world or isolation of the self. Quite the opposite: it entails the formation of dynamic worldly relationships, relationships all the more dynamic because they are no longer constrained by the limitations of a subject/object dichotomy.
Heidegger writes: "the freedom to reveal something overt lets whatever 'is' at the moment be what it is. Freedom reveals itself as the 'letting-be' of what-is. The phrase we are now using, namely the 'letting-be' of what-is, does not, however, refer to indifference and neglect, but to the very opposite of them. To let something be is in fact to have something to do with it....
To let what-is be what it is means participating in something overt and its overtness" (1949, 305-6). "To free," Heidegger observes elsewhere, "really means to spare. The sparing itself consists not only in the fact that we do not harm the one whom we spare. Real sparing is something positive and takes place when we leave something beforehand in its own nature, when we return it specifically to its being, when we 'free' it in the real sense of the word into a preserve of peace" (1971, 149). The practice of freedom, then, is not the passivity of the fatalist. Indeed, Heidegger distinguishes between fate (Schicksal) and destiny (Geschick). Fate compels us to the "inevitableness of an unalterable course"; but nothing in this world, not even the dominance of modern technology, is a fate for human being (Heidegger 1977b, 25) . Rather, the historical disclosure of Being, including its current form as technological enframing (Gestell), is a destining. Destiny does not compel, it calls. Human freedom is evidenced in the listening and responding to the destining of Being, which calls us actively to participate in revealing. There is no question of blind obedience, nor is resignation our appointed lot. And the reason, Heidegger states explicitly, is that we are free.7 The experience of beings in their Being, which for Heidegger delimits the realm of human freedom, should frame our disposition neither pessimistically nor optimistically. Most fundamentally, it yields a tragic experience, that is to say, an experience of resolute action tempered by the wise recognition of limits (Heidegger 1975, 44) .
The problem, then, is not the diminution of our creative forces as a species. The problem is that historically these forces have far too often been exercised in the struggle for mastery and domination. This, I believe, is the proper response to critics who interpret Heidegger to promote a sort of political quietism. The typical question is, "How can we think of democracy without imputing to man the minimal will and mastery that Heidegger denies him because will and mastery in some sense already contain the seeds of the world of technology conceived of as the "will to will?" (Ferry and Renaut 1990, 17). The answer is straightforward: Heidegger does not deny human being a "minimal" will and mastery, but he does seek to constrain its unbridled hegemony in the modern world.
The explicitly political nature of Heidegger's understanding of freedom (to repeat) is not unequivocal. One might say that it is political by default, in that its antimetaphysical nature leaves it no better characterization. Alternatively, its political import might best be demonstrated by its capacity meaningfully (though not univocally) to address current political concerns, such as the need for environmental care and technological restraint, the dangerous prerogatives of national sovereignty, the distinctions between public and private concerns, and the development of a nonpatriarchal society. I shall attempt to illustrate my point by critically examining some of the support Heidegger's notion of disclosive freedom finds-and gives-to more explicitly political theorizing. The justifiable postmodern concern with the panoptic social administration of selves has a tendency to foster a radically individualistic (even narcissistic) reaction. With the primary postmodern worry being the dangerous encroachments of "pastoral power," any linking of freedom to stewardship would prove problematic (Foucault 1979 (Foucault , 1981 . In short, without an understanding of liberty divorced from the will to mastery, the postmodern struggle against subjectification is as unlikely as negative or positive liberty to result in a worldly caring.
Disclosive Freedom and Ecological Politics
Heidegger's philosophy of freedom, on the other hand, buttresses ecological concerns at large. Michael Zimmerman writes that Heidegger's critique of anthropocentric humanism, his call for humanity to learn to "let things be," his notion that humanity is involved in a "play" or "dance" with earth, sky, and gods, his meditation of the possibility of an authentic mode of "dwelling" on the earth, his complaint that industrial technology is laying waste to the earth, his emphasis on the importance of local place and "homeland," his claim that humanity should guard and preserve things, instead of dominating them-all these aspects of Heidegger's thought help to support the claim that he is a major deep ecological theorist. (1990,
242-43)8
There is much to what Zimmerman says here, and one might add to his list Heidegger's understanding of Dasein as care and his definition of human being as the "shepherd of Being." However, one must be wary of straightforward translations of Heideggerian philosophy into ecological practice. For human being, Heidegger insists, is not the shepherd of beings (i.e., the guardian of natural life) but the shepherd of Being. Such guardianship, Heidegger explicitly states, "is not fixated upon something existent" (1971, 184). In turn, while Heidegger does suggest that truth (Wahrheit) is to be experienced as preservation and that "preservation belongs to the herds-man," he is also quick to point out that this understanding has "little to do with bucolic idylls and Nature mysticism"; for being a herdsman is only possible if one "continues to hold the place of nothingness." Quite out of keeping with romanticized visions of a seamless pastoral life, the shepherding of Being places one anxiously on the abyss of groundlessness. In short, Heidegger's is a ontological, not a naturalistic, project. A questioning relation to Being may indeed erupt from a solicitous wonder at the vast diversity and beauty of a natural ecosystem. But it may also result from gazing at stars, studying quantum physics, or raising a child in the inner city.
Heidegger, as Zimmerman notes, supports a nonanthropocentric approach to the earth and world. This is absolutely true and has obvious ecological merit. But Heidegger does not suggest the replacement of anthropocentrism with biocentrism-a belief, held by deep ecologists, that relegates the human species the same status as all other organisms.9 Despite his fervent attack on subjectivism and humanism, Heidegger firmly maintains human exceptionalism on account of the human capacity for freedom: "The question of Being and its variations and possibilities is at heart the correctly understood question of man. Compared with the duration of cosmic galaxies, human existence and its history is certainly quite fleeting, only a 'moment'. But this transiency is nevertheless the highest mode of Being when it becomes an existing out of and towards freedom" (1984, 18). Zimmerman hedges his praise of Heidegger's ecological credentials at this point, citing this passage as indication that Heidegger "overestimated our importance" compared to that of the rest of nature (1983, 121). But Zimmerman overlooks Heidegger's statement a few paragraphs earlier that such fundamental questioning is "far removed from any noisy self-importance concerning the life of one's own soul or that of others" (1984, 16-17). As a being that experiences freedom through its participation in the disclosure of all that is, human being does gain special status in Heidegger's universe. For the disclosive capacities of human beings are, so far as we know, unique: "It is man, open toward Being, who alone lets Being arrive as presence" (Heidegger 1969 , 31-32; see also 1962, 28, 35). But Heidegger was explicit that the ontological priority and worthiness of human being in no way determines that the natural world-or the material world at large-exists (solely) for our benefit.10 Indeed, disclosive freedom flourishes only in the absence of such a possessive, egoistic, and utilitarian assumption. Human being is the highest being only to the extent that human being gains release from all self-aggrandizing subjectivism. If there is a claim of greatness to our being, then it arises not primarily from our mastery of the earth but from the unique human capacity to dwell and disclose in a way that preserves.
Along these lines, one might say that Heidegger supports what today would be called a bioregional approach to environmental care. He proposes that intimate ties to soil and locality serve as the antidote for the large-scale centralized manipulation and extortion of nature. Heidegger envisions living and working with, rather than against, natural processes. Hence he contrasts high-technology agribusiness to the work of the peasant, which "does not challenge the soil of the field. In the sowing of the grain [he] places the seed in the keeping of the forces of growth and watches over its increase" (Heidegger 1977b, 15) . Unfortunately, Heidegger tends to romanticize the peasantry. He ignores the fact that small-scale farming may be every bit as intent on the unsustainable exploitation of land as large-scale operations. If the peasant proves less ecologically destructive, it may be owing only to the relatively small size of his enterprise. Indeed, to the extent that poverty forces peasants to cultivate smaller and smaller plots of land more intensively, environmental devastation looms. In any case, neither peasants nor business people are born with specifically ecological dispositions. Care for the land-and for people-must be fostered culturally. Heidegger is right in thinking that this care is fostered much better within small farming communities than within large-scale agribusiness bent on ungoverned technological growth. Still, we had best eschew the bucolic romanticism that Heidegger found irresistible; for the rootedness in soil that Heidegger longed for has a seamy political side. In its thrall one might, like Heidegger, succumb to a dangerous infatuation with the power of blood and soil that neatly aligns itself with fascism. In turn, agrarian provincialism may militate against environmental oversight on a global scale. Yet many of the most pressing environmental threats today remain impervious to anything but a globally regulated redress. In any case, the global management of certain ecological concerns does not necessarily disrupt our caring for community or bioregion. Indeed, the environmental slogan Think Globally, Act Locally is based on the general compatibility-even synergy-of global and local concerns. There are no eternal demarcations of one's place of dwelling. Rootedeness, for some, will pertain to a valley or watershed; for some, to a city or nation; and for some, to the earth itself. Heidegger's own preferences for Swabian peasant culture need not constrict our own habitat.
In concluding our critical exploration of Heidegger's ecological credentials, we must acknowledge that our relation to the earth will always entail preservative as well as exploitative and destructive measures. At a minimum, we learn from Heidegger that a balance must be reestablished-a balance most obviously and most dangerously lost in the modern world. Ecological concerns have erupted in contemporary times largely as a result of the increasingly obvious limits to human growth. In effect, Heidegger offers us a philosophy of limits. He describes our freedom as dependent upon rather than curtailed by our worldly boundaries and horizons. With this in mind, disclosive freedom may well provide the necessary corrective to the frenzied technological activity that threatens the earth with its unbounded scope.
Sovereignty and the Politics of Public and Private
In one of her most difficult essays, "What Is Freedom?" Hannah Arendt takes issue with traditional Western notions of liberty (1968, chap. 4). For Arendt, the nature of freedom has been obscured owing to prevailing philosophical concepts structuring the political realm. These concepts identify freedom as a function of (the mastery of) will. In contrast, Arendt observes the freedom is far from being the willpowerr to achieve or control one's desires. She indicates (in all probability to the reader's confusion) that action, to be truly free, "must be free from motive on one side [and] from its intended goal as a predictable effect on the other" (p. 151). In direct opposition to the common notion of freedom as the opportunity to fulfill one's wants, Arendt strips from freedom both the final attainment of a goal and the initial motivations for its pursuit. The reason is that freedom, for Arendt, is less an individual achievement than a public event. Freedom is manifest in the open spaces of the political realm where the actions of citizens intersect. But action and interaction (as opposed to behavior) are inherently unstable and unpredictable. What humans discover when they act in concert is that freedom is manifest in the very novelty of the results. Far from being controllable and predictable, action, Arendt states, is closer to the nature of a miracle. In action, by way of freedom, the new and the unforeseen occurs.
The pursuit of sovereignty, which orients most Western political thinking about the individual and the state, is identified with the effort to achieve control over the outcome of action. Far from being the prerequisite for freedom, Arendt finds that sovereignty signals its demise:
Under human conditions, which are determined by the fact that not man but men live on the earth, freedom and sovereignty are so little identical that they cannot even exist simultaneously. Where men wish to be sovereign, as individuals or as organized groups, they must submit to the oppression of the will, be this the individual will with which I force myself, or the "general will" of an organized group. If men wish to be free, it is precisely sovereignty they must renounce. (1968, 165) Arendt's discussion of freedom is nothing if not shocking for the Western mind. I believe it is most fruitfully viewed as a political reconstruction of Heidegger's notion of disclosive freedom. Heidegger, like Arendt, indicates that freedom evaporates once it is possessed by a sovereign power. Indeed, freedom is not freedom until it possesses us. Like Arendt's conception, disclosive freedom is inherently antipodal to sovereignty and inherently unpredictable. It is revealing of the world and of the new.
Perhaps the aspect of Arendt's political thought most criticized is her distinction between the public and the private realms. We recall that for Arendt the public realm is the birthplace of freedom. Only in the political space devoted not to the necessities of existence but rather to the discovery and preservation of freedom is politics to be found and safeguarded.
Freedom therefore lies in stark and unbridgeable contrast to the continuing and unavoidable processes that sustain life in the darkness of privacy. Arendt claims that the divorce between freedom and necessity-the public and the private-is irreconcilable and complete. Anything that issues from life's needs cannot be considered the stuff of politics. The provision of services and goods, the maintenance of households and the exercise of administration, therefore pertains only to the realm of necessity. The public speaking of great words and doing of great deeds maintains a monopoly on freedom. Arendt has presented us with a stunning vision of politics. The wondrous novelty of birth she celebrates is revived in the heroic human capacity for political beginnings. The consequence of her position, however, is that everything that falls between the novelty of birth and the sporadic explosions of freedom evidenced in great speeches and deeds (i.e. the vast bulk of human life) is relegated to the unredeemable realm of necessity.
In We observe that Heidegger's notion of disclosive freedom philosophically buttresses Arendt's political theorizing. Perhaps more importantly, his understanding may also remedy the shortcomings of Arendt's analysis. Arendt wishes to claim that the divorce between freedom and necessity-the public and the private-is irreconcilable and complete. Anything that speaks to the demanding necessities of life does not partake of freedom and ipso facto cannot be considered the stuff of politics. But as Heidegger demonstrates, freedom is evidenced whenever and wherever we open ourselves to the world of beings. Political freedom, then, is evidenced whenever speech and action disclose the world of beings, including our social being-in-the-world, publicly.
There seems little reason to exclude from this category, as Arendt unfortunately does, most aspects of worldly life simply because they pertain to the unheroic realm of social, physical, or economic need. Changing a baby's diapers or the oil in one's car, going to the marketplace or out of town for a holiday, do not in themselves evidence much political freedom, to be sure. But the provision of day-care facilities and parental leave from work, the promulgation of laws for the mandatory recycling of motor oil, the regulation of the sales of goods according to health and environmental standards, and the provision and maintenance of transportation infrastructure are important political concerns. What makes something political-in these cases and in general-has less to do with whether it pertains to our (basic) needs than to whether and how these needs are collectively addressed and fulfilled. Politics, in other words, may be in evidence whenever the world of beings and the with-world of human beings remain open to public interrogation and disclosure. Political freedom, then, emerges most fundamentally in the caretaking of this public realm. And such caretaking, accomplished in words and deeds, is both preservative and creative in nature. Arendt teaches us that sovereignty, personal or national in scope, is antagonistic to freedom. In the same vein, Heidegger teaches us that grand words and deeds, if carried out in the willful and forgetful pursuit of mastery, may also preclude freedom's greatest exercise. In today's world, where the caretaking of local and global ecologies becomes an increasingly important task, such a Heideggerian understanding of freedom bears obvious political significance.
Being, Doing, and Gender Identity
The boundary between private and public realms is permeable, and the relationship between private and public realms is very much a political one. With this in mind, feminist theorists have offered sustained critical analyses of the ideological foundations of negative liberty. Liberalism, grounded in the concept of negative liberty, evidences an overriding concern for establishing boundaries between individuals in order to proscribe illegitimate interference. Consequently, liberals are primarily concerned with securing personal independence and rights. Many feminists claim that these concerns belie liberalism's masculinist tendencies, most evident in its neglect of what many describe as the predominantly (though not uniquely) feminine concern with establishing and maintaining relationships and community. Nancy Chodorow, relying on the work of feminist anthropologists, psychoanalysts, and object relations theorists, offers an explanation of this disjunction based on the early socialization of children. A girl's sexuality and sense of self, Chodorow theorizes, is "ascribed" to her through her relationship with her caretaker mother. She comes to understand her identity as expressive of her nature rather than explicitly dependent on a performative act. A boy, on the other hand, grows up in most societies with his same-sex parent much in absence and infrequently in the caretaker's role. His sexuality and sense of self are therefore much less the product of an identification with the nurturing parent. Rather, a boy's identity must be "achieved" in distinction from and perhaps in opposition to-the mother. Achieving a stable male identity becomes a matter of asserting independence from the caretaker mother in a defensive establishing of ego boundaries. Moreover, boys' socialization accentuates the performative character of the sexual act. Thus feminine identity is socialized as a being, Chodorow observes, while male identity, constantly in need of demonstration, is socialized as a doing.
The political ramifications of this psychology are not difficult to foresee. The marked differences in the development of male and female identities in early childhood produce a disjunctive and hierarchical social structure. Male values of independence, competitive achievement and aggressiveness oppose, dominate, and are reinforced by female values of dependence, caretaking, and passivity. Chodorow concludes that "until masculine identity does not depend on men's proving themselves, their doing will be a reaction to insecurity rather than a creative exercise of their humanity, and woman's being, far from being an easy and positive acceptance of self, will be a resignation to inferiority" (1989, 44). Chodorow's research has stimulated many popular works that question the psychological predispositions structuring our social and political lives (e.g., Gilligan 1982; Belenky et al 1986). Without affirming the suspect generalizations of these efforts, I would submit that their resonance with such a wide audience speaks to the increasing instability of traditional (liberal and patriarchal) understandings of political and social identity. The prevalent notions of (negative) liberty that ground these understandings evidence their limits.
Heidegger's understanding of freedom as a disclosive letting-be informs and buttresses this feminist psychology and political theorizing. In a patriarchal world that narrowly conceives freedom as sovereignty, relations of mastery will continue to delimit human identity and define human dignity. As long as our understanding of freedom is restricted to the exclusion of others from our personal space (or, as with positive liberty, to the mastery of ourselves and our world), then our politics will remain one in which the individual meets the world and the other in a singular struggle for self-assertion. Alternatively, if precisely our relatedness to the world and to others begets our freedom, then the struggle for understanding comes to fore. At this juncture, philosophy and psychology most clearly cross paths, and the cultural and political implications of transformed understandings of freedom and dignity emerge. I am suggesting that patriarchal culture will continue to infect politics to the extent that freedom is understood and exercised solely as a masterful, independent doing rather than a disclosive, interpretive way of being.
The practice of disclosive freedom will not obviate the interminable struggles of identity to which human beings are heir. The point is that these struggles may be waged interpretively, for understanding, as well as antagonistically, for mastery. The struggle for mastery need not entail an appreciation of the situated self, and seldom entails an understanding of the other, except insofar as it enables the other's exploitation.11 On the other hand, the struggle for understanding typically entails the disclosure of the self and the other in the context of a shared world. It follows that disclosive freedom-the medium of this interpretive struggle-entails rather than curtails in its own actualization the participation in freedom of that which lies beyond the self. In these terms, the significance of disclosive freedom for a democratic politics emerges.
CONCLUSION
Twenty-five hundred years ago Pericles admonished the Athenians in his Funeral Oration, "Make up your minds that happiness depends on being free, and freedom depends on being courageous" (Thucydides 1954, 149-50) . In fifth-century Athens, freedom already had become the most cherished value. The pursuit of this value, however, quickly became a mask for imperial mastery. The development of Western freedom has evinced numerous variations of this theme. Hegel could write with typical aplomb that "the history of the world is none other than the progress of the consciousness of freedom" (1956, 19). Hegel was not mistaken in his assessment of the tenor of history, for he correctly discerned the historical origins of Western freedom in the dialectic of master and slave."2 At the end of history, Hegel announces, there is universal acknowledgement not that some are free and others in bondage but that man as such is free. And yet, firmly situated within the Western metaphysical tradition, Hegel could not see beyond its perimeter. Consequently, Hegel maintains that modern freedom is gained only by exchanging the mastery of some over the lives of others for humankind's presumed mastery over history itself.
The Western development of the consciousness of freedom, from its inception, remains in the service of such quests for mastery. Only the historical subjects and objects of domination change-from the domination of the master over the slave in ancient Greece, to that of the higher over the lower self with the Stoics, to Rousseau's (Marx's) romantic collectivization of this ideal in the reign of the general will (proletarian consciousness) over the individual, to liberalism's claim of the individual's sovereign control over a private realm, to postmodern mastery wherein the existence (let alone maintenance) of any such borders to the self are denied, while the ironic attempt is made to transform self-control into a full-fledged self-creation. I am proposing that we ponder a freedom no longer wedded to masterymastery being defined as willful control of the world, the other, a private domain, or the self (be that self understood as transcendental but repressed or awaiting its protean constitution).
Negative liberty is apt to degenerate into license and the breakdown of community; positive liberty, into tyranny and totalitarianism; postmodern liberty, into apathy and despair in the face of a ubiquitous web of power or (alternatively) into the isolated self-aggrandizement of one who in the face of inescapable normalization nihilistically embraces an unbounded self-invention. Disclosive freedom, no doubt, has its own pathologies and susceptibilities. Openness to the mystery of Being might degenerate into fatalism, the reining in of will might deteriorate into passivity before the powers that be. I am not proposing, then, that disclosive freedom wholly substitute for negative, positive, and postmodern liberties. Rather, the task is one of problematizing, supplementing, and perhaps sublimating their practise. Just as Berlin believes that positive liberty (as selfgovernment) should be viewed primarily as a means to protect negative liberty, so one might argue conversely that negative, positive, and postmodern liberties should be viewed as necessary means to protect and foster the conditions favorable to the exercise of disclosive freedom. And what Berlin concedes of positive liberty I would unbegrudgingly affirm for negative and postmodern liberties, as well: their exercise easily leads to dangerous abuses and perversions; yet held in balance they remain "essential for a decent existence. "13 Heidegger, unfortunately, was reluctant to make such concessions. Still, he does not completely impugn the practical worth of prevalent notions of freedom. Rather, he observes their limitations and notes specifically regarding negative and positive liberty and their Nietzschean alternative that disclosive freedom stands over and above them from a philosophic perspective.
I have insufficiently indicated the political implications of disclosive freedom. My sense is that its political implications are necessarily ambiguous. This ambiguity is, to be sure, unsettling. But we should not be dissuaded from the exploration and practise of disclosive freedom for that reason alone. Isaiah Berlin, in closing his essay on the two concepts of liberty, asserts that the principle underlying negative liberty-perhaps only the "late fruit of our declining capitalist civilization" is no less valid because the duration of its historical ascendency can not be guaranteed (1969, 172). The "relative validity" of our convictions, Berlin insists, should not dissuade us from upholding them. Indeed, he maintains that it would be a sign of a dangerous political immaturity to demur in the face of such uncertainty. I submit that the decaying fruits of our ecologically declining civilization have germinated the seeds of a disclosive freedom. This freedom, properly cultivated, offers us dignity and stamina in the political struggle against the "unchecked momentum" and "irresistible power" of a technologically driven way of life. Whether disclosive freedom will find a foothold in the postmodern world and, if so, just what its historical role and longevity might be surely remains beyond our
